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Presented By: Peter Oakley
Our main Presenter at Tuesday’s meeting will be Peter Batchelor.
Peter, according to Member Liddy Nevile, is an amazing person who can do anything. He
worked with Liddy at RMIT for quite a few years and was responsible for putting the web
into schools across Australia. He recently reminded Liddy that next year is the 20 year
anniversary of when they did that. Since they were at RMIT, Peter has been a web business
guy (among the other incredible things he does) and is responsible for ever so many
websites etc for school teacher professional associations-involving thousands of teachers
and their kids.
Peter is not specifically a security guy, but he is someone whose advice and explanations
are always worth following.

BMUG News is published monthly ◆ Created in Apple Pages Layout ◆ Converted to PDF format for transmission to members.
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Keyboard symbol reminders:
⌘ Command key
⌥ Option key (alt)
⌃ Control key

⇧ Shift Key
fn Function Key
⇪ Caps Lock

Quick Tip: Exit Full Screen In OS X
By Using Keyboard
There are two ways to leave full screen mode in
OS X by using the keyboard:
• Press the Escape key
• Use the keyboard shortcut “Control>Command>F”
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Ten Ways to Protect Your Web Privacy
Your personal privacy on the Web might be less secure than you think.
Web browsing habits are tracked through cookies, search engines
routinely change their privacy policies, and there are always challenges
to Web privacy by both private and public organizations.
Click Here for a few common sense tips that can help you guard your
Web privacy and stay safe online.
Compliments of
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Take secure steps before upgrading to iOS 9
Here is what you need to know about security before you
update your iPhone and iPad to iOS 9.
Compliments of

How to block ads and prevent tracking with iOS9
Click Here to view a video By Graham Cluley on how to block
ads and prevent tracking, after you have installed iOS 9.
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Again we have had a busy 11 months of meetings and pre meeting
activities from February onwards. In addition we have had two iPad
SIG Groups meeting out side of our monthly meeting.
I would especially like to thank Vice President Dick Brown for his
support in running the “All things Digital Photography” SIG ahead of
the main BMUG meeting and continuing this on with the “Pixelmator”
SIG.
Dick has also coached members in camera settings, judged their
entries in our annual photography competition and arranged for the
prizes.
I thank Keerie Brown for acting as BMUG Secretary and for running
iPad SIG number1. Also, Antoinette John assisted by Bev Amey, for
running the iPAD SIG No 2. I am sure all who attend these SIG’s have
benefited from their expertise.
Our thanks to Treasurer Geoffery Waite who has simplified the
recording of all money “ins and outs”, and for producing the monthly
and year end financial reports.
Carol Wilson has been a wonderful recorder of the committee
meeting minutes, and also afternoon tea organiser at the meetings.
Allan Collier as committee member, attended while he could.
Thank you both so much.
Peter Baldwin, our Newsletter Editor, has again provided an
invaluable contribution producing the monthly BMUG Newsletter. It is
an invaluable resource for members. Peter is a tireless worker on the
members’ behalf.
Michelle MacGregor as webmaster has worked quietly behind the
scenes keeping our web site up to date.
Our thanks to Liddy Nevile, for several talks on the “web” and for
running a web SIG for interested members.
BMUG ASSIST is run for all our members (and an odd few non
members). It has been regularly used. Dick Brown, Peter Baldwin, and

myself, answer questions where we can, or if beyond our knowledge,
we refer the person to a commercial expert.
As a not for profit organisation, your Committee reduced the
membership fees for this year because we did not foresee any major
costs arising, while we had more than sufficient funds on hand.
Accordingly our bank balance has reduced.
Our membership continues to hover around the 100 mark, as it has
for several years.
We have had guest presenters, Pam Doughty from the Apple Users
Society of Melbourne-AUSOM magazine editor for 22 years, who
talked on iBooks Author. Mat Vistarini, manager of the local Apple
reseller Apptech, Geelong spoke pre our Christmas party (and then
all through it answering members questions).
We have tried to make the subjects covered at the BMUG meetings of
interest and topical with the constant OS X upgrades and innovations
from Apple.
Subjects such as Travelling with an iPAD and iPhone were covered by
member, Angela Royal.
The two co-ordinators of the iPad SIGs and their members
demonstrated their favourite Apps.
The new OS for iPads & iPhones plus the iMac & Macbook OS X
systems keep us on our toes.
In addition changes to the way some apps work, that is, iPhoto to
Photos and reworked iTunes to cope with Beats music streaming.
All add constant refinement to what we present.
Member contributions have been a valuable resource. One constant
theme is to keep it to the basics.
Socially, we have a meal with members after each alternate general
meeting, rotating around the local restaurants.

Peter Oakley President 2014/15.
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Your New Committee Members For 2015/16
Peter Oakley

Keerie Brown

Geoff Waite

President & BMUG Assist.

Secretary

Treasurer

peteroakley@bellarinemac.org.au

Dick Brown

Antoinette John

Committee Member &
BMUG Assist.

Carol Wilson
Committee Member

Committee Member

dickbrown@bellarinemac.org.au

Len Gould

John Beatty

Committee Member

Committee Member

Notice of Future Meeting Programs

Annual Membership for 2016

November:

First Segment:
Working with Apple
Products
Second Segment: Security Encryption

December:

Members will be pleased to know that at the Annual
Meeting it was resolved that the Annual membership
fee remain at $20 per member.

Christmas Breakup with Guest Speaker

Your renewal will be due and payable in January 2016.

Pixelmator SIG runs from 2pm to 3.45pm before start of our normal meeting
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Don't Bookmark!

•

Click the Share button and
choose Add to Reading List.

•

Click the Add to
Reading List button
(+) to the left of the
Smart Search field.

•

Shift-click a link.

Instead, Create Reading Lists in Safari
One great thing about living in our connected
world is the amount of interesting material to
read on the Web.
Every day, people suggest articles for me to read by way of
Twitter, Facebook, and email.
The problem is, I can't stop what I am doing and read them,
especially longer articles. If I did I would never get anything
done.
Safari's Reading List feature enables me to save an article (or
any Web page) for later, without having to create a bookmark
(that I will forget to delete) or litter my screen with countless
browser windows and tabs.
Reading List stores the full copy of a Web page so that you can
still read it later when you are offline, for example, travelling
on an airplane.

To add a page to the list, do ONE of the following:
Choose Bookmarks > Add to
Reading List
(Or press Command-Shift-D.)
•

When you have time to go back and read, click the Reading List
button in the sidebar to view your saved pages and then click
one to load it.
Reading List is also found in Safari on iOS devices, making it
easy to read things wherever you are.
I have enjoyed this feature using an app and service called
Instapaper.

Peter Baldwin
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How to Turn On ‘Find My iPad’
Click Here for the Article

Pros and Cons of Leaving Your
Computer Turned On All the Time
Click Here for the Article

Compliments of

Compliments of

How Analog Radio Works,
What is Digital Radio and What’s Next?

10 essential Finder Tips every Mac
User should know.

Click Here for the article

Click Here for the Article

Compliments of

Compliments of

Mac Mail Keeps Asking to Enter
Password? Here’s How to Fix That

How to Encrypt and Set a SIM Card
Lock on Any Mobile Device

Click Here for the article

Click Here for the article

Compliments of

Compliments of
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Photos For Mac: Update 1.1
The Photos for Mac update 1.1 is due to be released as a part
of El Capitan about the time that this Newsletter is published.
It is the first major update to the Photos app, which replaced
iPhoto and Aperture.

Here are the major additions you will see in Photos 1.1.
Geotagging:
In Photos 1.1 you can add a location to an image or batch of
images that were not geotagged, as well as edit the location of
data of already-geotagged images. To do this, you open the
Inspector window. A not-yet-geotagged image will offer a
section of the window labeled ‘Assign a Location.' Clicking in
this area will let you enter a street address or a name of a
point of interest, and Photos will search Apple’s Maps
database. If that location is not good enough for you, you can
always click on the pin and drag it around the map, placing it
wherever you like. For photos that have already been
geotagged, you can click on the location label above the map
to search for a new location, or just click on the pin and drag
it to a new location. This behaviour works whether you have
got one item selected, or many.

Batch titling:
If you want to name a whole lot of images in one go, you are
now able do that. Just select the images and from the
Inspector window, click in the ‘Add a Title’ field and add your
title.
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Album sorting:
In the first release of Photos, albums could only be sorted in
one way: by date, with the oldest on top. In Photos 1.1, you
can now sort photo albums by date with either the oldest or
newest on top, or alternatively you can sort the photos by title.
Apple states that other sorting options may also be available
before Photos 1.1 is finally released, but at time of writing I do
not know what they might be.

Editing extensions:
Photos 1.1 will support image-editing extensions written by
third-party developers. Like the built-in editing tools, you can
actually stack multiple extensions while editing a photo, so
you can combine third-party editing extensions with Apple’s
own tools to get exactly the image that you want to see.
Apple states that editing extensions will be available from the
app store, either bundled with an existing app or distributed
as standalone extensions.

Other Features:
Apple states that you will be able to batch organise Faces,
letting you drag multiple photos onto a Face to assign them to
that person. Apple also states that large libraries can launch
up to 40 percent faster than in Photos 1.1, something that I
can’t verify until I upgrade one of my primary photo libraries
to the new update when it becomes available

Peter Baldwin
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Get Your Sidebar Back
Add and View Info
Control-clicking
a
photo,
or
clicking the info icon in the bar at
the top right of the screen, brings
up a dialogue that shows you the
metadata, the camera information
(and lens information if applicable),
resolution, and size, a feature that
was
previously
available
in
Aperture. You can also add a title,
which is great for searching.

Tips & Tricks

Quick Tip: Total Photo Count
If you want to see how many photos are in
your Photos library in the new Photos app,
start by bringing up the left sidebar if you
don't already see it (View, Show Sidebar). Then
select Photos, the top item. Then use Window,
Info (or Command+I) to see the total number
of photos and the space used by your entire
library.

For those of you who were used to
iPhoto, you might find the program’s
initial lack of a sidebar a bit
confusing.
However, getting it back is simple:
Highlight the View Menu and click on
“Show
Sidebar”
(located
under
“Projects”),
or
hit
Command>Option>S

Share To Social Networks
If you want to share a photo, just right-click
and share, then you have all the OS X options
for sharing. Post to Facebook, Flickr, Twitter,
Airdrop, or IM it. You can also text message it
or send it as an email. You can tag your friends
as well, or rely on the program to do it for you.
The program is fairly good at facial detection:
not quite as good as Facebook’s, but still quite competent, and an improvement over iPhoto.
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How To Use FaceTime On The iPad
The front-facing camera does not have quite the same picture
clarity as the back-facing camera, but it is perfect for
videoconferencing.
For those wondering how to use FaceTime on the iPad, it's quite
simple. The primary requirement to use FaceTime with someone
else who owns an iPhone, iPad or a Mac is to have their email
address programmed into your iPad's contacts list. This tells
FaceTime how to reach them and can be thought of as their
FaceTime phone number.
After launching the FaceTime app, you will be taken to a screen that
shows the front-facing camera at work. On the right side of the
screen is your contacts list, which you will use to pick out who to
call. If the person you want to connect with is not on the list, you
can add them by hitting the button with the plus ("+") sign in the
upper-right corner. (One good feature introduced in iOS 5 is the
sharing of information through the cloud, which can help keep your
contacts from your iPhone to your iPad in sync.)

iPad Tips Every Owner Should Know
Because you don't place calls on the iPad, there's no need to fill in
the person's phone number. Simply add their First and Last name
and include the email address they have associated with their Apple
ID.
To place a call, simply tap on the email address shown in the
contact description. This will notify the person of the incoming
request for FaceTime. Once they accept, the video conference will
begin.
Note: FaceTime for the iPad uses the Internet to connect, so you will
need to be connected to the Internet to place a FaceTime call.
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Want to FaceTime on two devices connected to the same Apple ID?
Find out how!
Do you want to place calls between two iDevices using the same
Apple ID?
By default, all devices connected to the same Apple ID utilise the
primary email address associated with that Apple ID. This means
they will all ring if a FaceTime call is placed to that email address. It
also means you can't place a call between two devices, just as you
can't use one home phone to place a call to your house and answer
it with another phone.
However, Apple has provided a rather easy workaround for placing
FaceTime calls on the same Apple ID.
To place a FaceTime call between two of your Apple devices, you will
simply need to add a new email address to one of the devices. This
will allow FaceTime to differentiate between the two and place a call
to a specific device.
You can add a new email address to FaceTime in the iPad settings.
Simply select FaceTime from the left-side menu and tap your finger
where it reads "Add Another Email..."
Once you add a new email address, you must verify it by going to
that email's inbox. There should be an email waiting for you from
Apple with a link that will verify the email address. (If you need to
send the verification email again, you can do so from the same
settings screen where you added the email.)
You don’t have another email address?
Both Google and Yahoo offer free email addresses, or you can check
out the list of free email services. Even if you don't have any other
need for a second address, you can use it just for FaceTime.

How to Get the Most Out of the iPad
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How To Use Siri On The iPad
How to Turn On Siri on the iPad
Siri has grown a lot since it was first introduced to the iPad.
You can now launch apps with Siri, have her read your email,
have Siri update your Facebook page so long as you have
connected your iPad to Facebook, and even change Siri's voice
to a man's voice.

Do you want to get started using Siri?
This article covers turning her on in settings, what types of
questions she can answer and even some funny questions you
can ask her.
If you have not already turned on Siri when you set up
your iPad, here is how:
1. Tap the Settings app on your iPad to go into the settings.
Get help opening these settings.
2. Find "General" in the left-side menu and tap it to bring up
general settings.
3. The Siri settings are near the top, just under "Usage." Tap
the Siri button to continue to those settings.
4. Slide the button at the top from Off to On.
Remember: You will need an active Internet connection to use
Siri. It should work on both Wi-Fi and when you are using the
4G/3G data connection.
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your question up to Apple's servers to be analysed, it also
requires an active Internet connection, either through Wi-Fi or
a 4G/3G connection.

How to start Siri on the iPad
First, you will need to let your iPad know that you want to ask
Siri a question.
Similar to the iPhone, you can do this by holding the Home
Button down for a few seconds.
When made active, Siri will beep at you and open a window on
the screen with a small microphone on it. The microphone will
have a purple glow to it, indicating Siri is listening.
Simply ask a question, and Siri will do her best to comply.
If you want to ask additional questions while the Siri menu is
open, simply tap the microphone. It will glow purple again,
which means you can ask your next question.
Remember: A purple-glowing microphone means Siri is ready
for your question, and a microphone that isn't glowing means
she is not listening.

Note: If you have problems getting Siri to activate, make sure
you have it turned on in settings.
Also, remember it requires an Internet connection and an iPad
3 or later.

How to Use Siri on the iPad

What Questions Can Siri Answer?

Siri was introduced to the iPad with iOS 6.0, but it requires a
3rd generation "iPad 3" or later to work. Because Siri passes

Siri can answer a variety of questions from what movies are
playing nearby, to what time it is elsewhere in the World.
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How To Use Siri On The iPad…..Con’t.
Siri is a voice recognition artificial intelligence decision engine
that has been programmed with various databases that will
enable her to answer many of your questions.

Here is a range Basic Siri questions and tasks:
Call (Peter). Send text to (Peter) (text). Launch (app). Search
the web for (whatever). Listen to (band name, song name).
Give me directions to (shop/restaurant name/address). Will it
rain (date)?

Siri as a personal assistant:
Remind me to (do something) at (date/time). Schedule a
meeting for (meeting)at (date/time). Change my meeting from
(date/time) to (date/time). Tweet (what you want to say).
Update my Facebook status to (what you want to say).
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is leading the league in (stat)? How many (stat) does (player)
have?"

Siri has a wide range of information:
Siri is reasonably intelligent, so use your imagination and
experiment with different questions.
Siri is connected to a number of different websites and
databases, which means you can ask her a variety of
questions.
Siri is great for performing simple maths and plotting out
equations.

Siri will help feed and entertain you:
Show me nearby (type of food) restaurants. Find me (type of
food) in (city). Book a table at (date/time) for (restaurant).
What movies are playing? This will list out movies playing at
nearby theatres. You can also add "in (city)" to check movies
that aren't near your current location. Show me a trailer for
(movie). What movies has (actor) starred in? What movies has
(director) directed? What is the cast of (TV series)? Who wrote
(book, movie, TV series)?

Siri knows sports:
Who are the (sports team) playing tonight? What is the score of
the (sports team) game? How are the (sports team) doing? Who
13

My iPad Keeps Asking For Its Password
Are you having a problem where your iPad keeps
asking you for a password?
If you have not set up a passcode for your iPad and the prompt
for the password contains your iTunes email address just
above the input box for the password, the iPad is prompting
you to log into your Apple ID, which is your iTunes account.
This issue commonly occurs after an app download or update
was interrupted, keeping the iPad from fully downloading the
latest version of the app, and it is usually easy to solve.
Before getting started, it is important to make sure that the
iPad is asking for your Apple ID.
If you are prompted for your iCloud password,
you can follow these directions to fix the issue.

First: Reboot the iPad.
This first troubleshooting step with most problems is to
reboot the iPad. Not only can this solve the problem, but it will
flush the memory and make sure we are working on a clean
slate. You can reboot the iPad by holding down the
Sleep/Wake button at the top of the iPad for several seconds.
This will prompt you to slide a button to power down, and
then you can simply hold down the same button to restart the
iPad.
Get Detailed Instructions for Rebooting the iPad
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Look for 'Waiting' Apps
If the problem persists, the iPad will probably prompt you to
log in when you get back to the home screen. The next step is
to scroll through the pages and look inside of folders for an
app with the word "Waiting" below it. This is an app that is
caught in the middle of a download.
Once you find an app stuck on the download, you can safely
log in to iTunes the next time you are prompted. This will
finish the download and should solve the problem.
Note: You can log in to iTunes even if you don't spot an app
stuck on a download. This will solve most problems, and it is
usually just an app that you missed.

Open iBooks and Newsstand
Sometimes, it is a book or magazine causing the problem
rather than an app. Simply launching iBooks and Newsstand
will usually solve the problem, but just in case, you should
scan through the contents to see if any item is stuck on
"Waiting."
If you do spot a book or magazine stuck on a download, you
can log into iTunes. This should clear up the problem.

Reset Your iTunes Store Login
Besides a stuck download, the problem can also be caused by
problems with your iTunes store login. To correct these, you'll
simply need to log out of the iTunes store and log in again.
14

My iPad Keeps Asking For Its Password….Con’t.
You can log out of your account by going into settings and
choosing Store from the left-side menu. On the store page,
simply touch where it says "Apple ID": followed by your iTunes
Account email address. This will give you the option to Sign
Out. Once signed out, you can choose to sign back in and the
problem should be solved.

Still Having Problems?
If the problem does persist, it may be time to take a more
aggressive approach. Some issues cannot be solved through
simple troubleshooting, but almost every problem except
those caused by hardware issues can be solved by wiping your
iPad and then restoring it from a backup.
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The first step of this process is to make sure you have a recent
backup. You can do this by syncing your iPad to iTunes
Or backing up your iPad to iCloud.
Next, you will want to reset your iPad back to factory default.
Last, you will simply restore the iPad by
setting it up just like you did when it was new.
If you backed up the iPad to iCloud, you will be asked during
the process if you want to restore from the backup. If you
synced the iPad with iTunes, simply sync it again once you
have finished the initialisation process.

My iPad does not scroll when typing in Mail
Does your iPad appear to have a frustrating bug, in that
when you type in the Mail app, it does not scroll and your
typing eventually disappears under the virtual keyboard, or
alternatively the text does not wrap at the end of a line?

Third: Dock the iPad to your Mac and click restore from
backup.
This process should take less than half an hour and your
problem will then be solved.

Here is how to fix the Problem:

Here are some useful Apple websites-

First: Ensure that you have an up to date backup in iTunes.

About backups in iCloud and iTunes

Second: Do a hard restart (as described in the above article).
This will return your iPad to its original factory settings.

How to back up your devices using iCloud or iTunes

15
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How to Share a DVD Drive with Remote Disc

See your Mac activity with Activity Monitor
If you find your Mac is running slow, or the fans are kicking in

Remote

Disc enables you to effectively share a DVD drive

between multiple Macs, letting you, for example, use an older
iMac's SuperDrive with a MacBook Air to install software.
To start this on the Mac that has the disc drive, go to ‘System
Preferences > Sharing’ and check 'DVD or CD Sharing', then
insert the disc you want to share.
Make sure that the other Mac is connected to the same
network as the disc-laden one, then open a Finder window
and look in the sidebar for Remote Disc in the Devices section.
Click it, then double-click the computer you want to connect
to

when you don't appear to be doing anything too intensive, you
can see if you can identify what is causing it.
Activity Monitor in OS X shows you how your Mac's resources
are being used. Launch Activity Monitor from the Utilities
folder to see current processes, and the resources they take
up.
The columns show you things such as the CPU usage of a
process or the RAM it is taking up.
If there is a process that is hogging resources and you are
confident that it is not needed, you can end it by selecting it,
then clicking ‘Quit Process’.
If you are just curious about how system resources are being
used, click the tabs (CPU, System Memory and so on) to see
graphs of your usage over time.

16
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Silicon Power Releases the Mobile C80
Dual USB (Type-A/Type-C) Drive
Silicon Power, the World’s leading provider of memory storage solutions, recently
released a dual-purpose USB drive. The Mobile C80 supports both the
standard interface USB 3.0 and USB-C.
USB-C, used on 12-inch MacBook models, is becoming more common and in the
future may well become a universal format for transferring documents and
multimedia information, increase memory, and charging for multiple devices.
The Mobile C80 works immediately on connecting to the host device. It is easier
to work with than memory cards or devices that require additional cables.
The design of the Mobile C80 swivel mechanism provides 360° movement. It does
not require the cap but at the same time protects the connector.
The device is made of zinc alloy with a special matte coating that protects from
scratches.

See Website
For more details about this
new Mobile C80 Dual USB
(Type-A/Type-C) Drive

The dimensions of the keychain are 49.4 × 18,0 × 6.6 mm and it weighs only 8
grams.
It is available in three different sizes — 16, 32 and 64 GB.
It is possible, without any inconvenience to carry it on a keychain.
I am currently testing the 64 GB Drive.
My tests so far have indicated that the speed is much faster than any Drives that I
have previously owned or tested.

RRP for 64GB $60.00

!

!

!

!

!

Highly Recommended.!

!

Peter Baldwin
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Armor A85M
IP68 Waterproof and Military-grade Shockproof
Portable Hard Drive for Mac
Available in 500GB, 1TB & 2 TB
The Armor A85M, by Silicon Power is a waterproof and
military-grade shockproof Portable USB 3.0 hard drive for
Mac.
This newly released portable hard drive is designed for owners
of Apple computers who often work in open spaces, or
production sites. It is meticulously geared with three layers of
defence to prevent the drive from vital hurts that may happen
during daily operations. The internal suspension system and
rubber covering are engineered to build up the first layer of
defence that ensures incredible vibration damping to stand
against all physical impacts. The drive made according to US
military standard MIL-STD 810G, has passed the drop test from
a height of 122 cm to 26 contact points and did not prevent it
from continuing proper operation.
It is also equipped with the second layer of defence for
exceptional waterproof and dust proof protection, by which it
meets the IP68 standard and proves its capability to resist
water immersion at a depth of up to 1.5 metres for up to 60
minutes.
Lastly, the A85M fortifies its protection by using the heavyduty aluminium case as its third layer of defence to fight

Toughest
fortress
with
pressureresistant
function

against pressure that it is able to endure, pressure up to 500
kg.
The innovative cable-carry design is especially equipped for
simple cable storage so the cable can be easily fixed on the
back side of the drive.

Military-grade shockproof protection

Click Here for more Product Information.
Suggested Retail Price for 1Tb is $119.00
BMUG Discounts are available.
18
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Mobee Technology Magic Hub USB 3.0 for iMac

Click Here for a Video review of the Hub.
RRP in Australia $69.95.

The Magic Hub USB 3.0 for iMac from
Mobee Technology charges up to four
devices and adds three USB ports to your
iMac. It charges devices even if your iMac
is turned off. It gives 2.1A power output
from each USB port and is directly
powered by the Apple iMac, no additional
wall adapter required. It does not restrict
the swivel of your Apple display.
Mobee’s idea is to completely hide the
Hub behind your iMac, filling the hole
Apple left in the iMac’s stand using a
screw-on clamp and a passthrough wall
power port.
Rather than requiring its own wall outlet
for power, it utilises the iMac’s power
cable and passes power through both
itself and your computer, powering four
USB 3.0 ports in the process.
I have had the opportunity to test
the Magic Hub from Mobee.
Its Apple styling and cable integration
reduces clutter and this particularly
appealed to me.

I also liked the fact that all four ports
support USB 3.0 and 2.1 Amps thus you
are not sacrificing speed or power for
style.
Another positive is that the ports charge
even while the Mac is off, allowing you to
save power instead of relying on the
power-hungry Mac to charge an iPad or
iPhone.
The Magic Hub worked perfectly under
test. Devices performed at their expected
speeds and received the necessary power.
The only issue is its limited Mac
compatibility. It is really only suited to
use with the most recent USB 3.0
equipped iMacs. It can however be used
with pre-USB 3 iMacs, but without the
speed benefits that make it most
appealing.

Recommendation:
If you have an iMac and are looking to
streamline your USB cables and add more
USB Ports, then the Magic Hub from
Mobee is well worth considering.
Peter Baldwin
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4-Port USB 3.0 Hub (Black)
By: Gradus Group, LLC

The

black 4-Port USB 3.0 Hub from Xcellon

features 4 USB 3.0 ports ensuring data transfer
speeds up to 5Gbps when used with USB 3.0
compatible devices.
This versatile USB hub is also backwards
compatible with both USB 2.0 and USB 1.1 ports
allowing you to connect a variety of devices to
your PC or Mac.
The USB Hub is bus powered eliminating the
need for an additional power source. Simply
plug this USB hub into your PC or Mac and begin
using all of your compatible USB peripheral
devices while on the go.
It measures 5.0 x 5.0 x 9.5 cm and only weighs
171 g.

What I like about this Hub
With this product, I no longer have to decide
what to unplug on my iMac. It offers an
excellent solution for adding more USB 3.0
ports and it is easy to use, especially as you
don’t need to plug it into a power point.
I have used the Hub regularly since receiving
it and it has performed up to my

Company Overview
The Gradus Group products are
developed
by
Professionals
and
Engineers who share the same needs
and expertise as their customers.
Being a market leader comes with great
responsibility, which is why the quality
of their photography, video, audio,
computer,
home
and
portable
entertainment products is the most
essential feature built into the core of
their brands.
XCELLON is one of the brands within
the Gradus Group.
expectations. It has a little light on it
indicating that it is on and working.
The majority of these types of Hub are not
of the best quality, but this one is the
exception.
Available from various sites in USA including
Amazon and eBay, at varying prices.
Highly Recommended.
Peter Baldwin
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XCELLON

4-Port Powered USB 3.0 Aluminum Hub (Black)

By: Gradus Group, LLC
This 4-Port powered USB 3.0 Hub from
Xcellon is made of heat-dissipating
aluminium and comes equipped with a
standalone power adapter, ensuring
sufficient power flow to your USBconnected devices while reducing the
power
strain
on
the
computer
motherboard, power supply, and other
internal components.
The dedicated power supply offers
consistent power to each of the USB ports
located on the hub, eliminating the
possibility of data loss due to power
fluctuations.
The LED indicators next to each port
enables you to see the power status of
each individual USB port.
A built-in On/Off power button avoids
the need for disconnecting cables when
not in use.
It connects to your computer by way of
included detachable USB 3.0 cable.

Data
transfer
speeds,
backwards
compatibility, size and weight are
identical to the 4 Port USB 3.0 Hub
described above.

What I like about this Hub
The Hub is robust, unobtrusive and looks
great. The USB cable included with it is
very thick.
I like being able to switch it off when not
needed. Also, that the individual port
lights give a visual clue when the port is
active. I like the design with the cables
plugging in at the top, rather than on the
side.
Being self-powered, the unit works
beautifully and definitely lessens power
requirements that the motherboard would
normally have to handle.
It would be nice to have had a power
connection that matched Australian
systems thus saving me using an
additional International plug.
Highly Recommended.
Peter Baldwin
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The BMUG Assist program is available to all members. We will attempt to
resolve your urgent Mac problems if we can, or alternatively give you advice
about where to seek further assistance.

Peter Oakley is available to take your call on 0409 094 655
OR

Dick Brown is available to take your call on 5259 1614
To get the best possible answer, and a considered one, please email
your question or problem for the “Help Desk” direct topeteroakley@bellarinemac.org.au OR dickbrown@bellarinemac.org.au

Tip: Mail Activity Window
If you find that it is taking a while to retrieve your email, or send it out, go to Window,
Activity to bring up a window that shows you what the Mail app is doing at the moment.
You will see a list of tasks that it is currently performing that may give you a clue as to
what is going on. It provides you with a way to see the progress of Mail activities.

Deadline for Articles &
Advertising in the November
Newsletter is 30th October.

BMUG News produced by Editor Peter Baldwin.
Send articles for inclusion in this Newsletter to The Editor.
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